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The “Magic” of Profiling
At Method R, we have devoted our careers to teaching people how to measure and optimize
their Oracle-based software, and creating software tools to make their work faster and easier.
The basis of our method is a software tool called a profiler.

Why you need a profiler for Oracle (4:07)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHCwwAAW3YA

Watching people see their first profile is like watching a light come on: “Oh... So that’s what
this program has been doing!” I have seen DBAs and developers (who had been there the
whole time!) fix problems in minutes that their users had been enduring for months. All they
were missing was the right measurement.

I’m not exaggerating. One minute after I profiled it, I was able to pinpoint the
problems in the application.
—Tony Aponte
Database Administrator in Clearwater, Florida

Feedback
Most application developers are not Oracle experts. Project leaders try to compensate with
strict development standards, but no list of “best practices for Oracle developers” is good
enough to save you. However, there is a solution: it’s feedback.
Feedback is the key to improving any process. Driving would be a catastrophe if light took
10 seconds to pass through your windshield, and your project would be a catastrophe if it
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took you 12 months to discover a bug your developers accidentally created today. Agility is
proportional to how short you can make your feedback loop.
A director whose $50M custom software project had just failed once asked me, “We’ve been
building this application for three years on a foundation that—now we know—was never going
to let us scale to our production requirements. What should we have done differently?” The
answer is, shorten the feedback loop. His team measured performance only once at the very
end of his three-year project! They should have been profiling code every day as people were
writing it.

With trace data and the tools you provide, we can do stuff that no one here
has even imagined possible.
—Guðmundur Jósepsson
Chief Operating Officer at Miracle Iceland

Cultural Impact
In today’s agile projects, testing is not a phase at the end; it is a continual task that drives
every iteration of a project. Correctness testing is hard enough, but developers at least know
what “correct” means. Performance testing is harder, because—what do you even measure?
Without good tools, testing becomes either a nightmare or a step you just skip. Performance
becomes a ghost everyone is afraid to talk about—a ghost you pray will not materialize to
spoil your roll-out.
With the right tools, teams measure performance every day. Performance becomes an everpresent, understandable and predictable attribute of every iteration of your software. When
you see performance this way, the idea of checking in your code without profiling it would be
as unsettling as the idea of cooking for your team without washing your hands.
The ingredients you need are within reach: the developers you already have; some Oracle
Database expertise that you probably already have (maybe a little time here and there from
Accenture Enkitec Group); a profiler and a little bit of training; and a process of frequent code
reviews, where users and architects and developers and DBAs convene to make sure your
application is efficient, using profiles to drive the conversation.
As applications grow larger, as you consolidate servers, and as you move to the cloud, the
demands for applications to be lightweight and efficient are increasingly strict. In these
projects, efficiency—and therefore profiling—is vital.

Cary’s approach is different. He shows you how to understand exactly what
is happening in an Oracle system, which begins with measuring the right
things. The most important thing he teaches is the repeatable process that ties
it all together, that helps you make the right decisions. With this basic change,
there is no longer any need for magic, or luck. With just a little work, we
ourselves can be performance heroes.
—Martin Berger
Database Administrator in Vienna, Austria
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Our Technology
Method R uses Oracle Database data called extended SQL trace data. Trace data has been
around since the early 1990s; however, very few software tools use it. Converting trace data
into a usable form is a difficult problem, but we have created industrial grade software that
makes trace files easy to use. Our trace file tool suite called Method R Workbench consists of
three products:
• Method R Profiler shows exactly how your programs spend your time, using color and
structure to guide your understanding. With just a few clicks, you can answer the four
magic questions about performance.
• Method R Tools is a versatile utility suite that includes a trace file data mining tool, utilities
for adjusting trace files, and more. With Method R Tools, you can answer questions about
performance that you might never have thought possible.
• Method R Trace is a zero-click trace file collector for Oracle SQL Developer. It is the
easiest way to create and securely retrieve perfect trace files, with no need to bother your
database or system administrator.
Our goal is to create software that is a delight to use, connecting you with your work so fluidly
and naturally that you wouldn’t dream of working without us.

[After] installing Method R Trace in SQL Developer, and I can say, “Wow...
Just wow.” Absolutely blown away by how simple yet effective it is.
—John Scott
Founder of APEX Evangelists

Method R Workbench is the best collection of Oracle performance diagnostic
tools I have ever used.
—Andrew Zitelli
Principal Software Engineer with Honors at Thales-Raytheon Systems
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